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1

Introduction

The deliverable D2.3, titled “First Landscape and ESG workshop report” is the first outcome of T2.2 “Alignment
with on-going IoT-related initiatives, roadmaps and the ESG”.
As per [RD.1], “This task will continuously monitor state-of-the-art research, policy and commercial initiatives
delivering tangible results, standards, regulations or lessons learned which are relevant for BRAIN-IoT developments and further business exploitation. Input from monitored initiatives will be used to perform analysis to
identify and exploit synergies with other on-going initiatives and forecast of technical trends. In order to ensure
relevance and correctness of analysed synergies, this task will leverage the collaboration of representative external
experts, namely the External Stakeholder Group (ESG), which will support the project with the identification of
potential values of use cases for stakeholders and uncertainties related to business and technology trends, as well
as providing their view on the BRAIN-IoT potential for development. As further detailed in Section 12, interaction
with the ESG will be managed jointly by LINKS, UGA, and IDATE, led by partner CEA. ISMB has set aside a dedicated budget to organize and support ESG activities. CEA will lead the task by ensuring that identified synergies
are properly reflected in BRAIN-IoT specifications. LINKS and UGA will ensure alignment with initiatives and
roadmaps in the areas of IoT and CPS. PAREMUS will focus on inputs from key standardization initiatives in the
area of middleware. AIRBUS will support the activity by focusing on security and privacy aspects, providing inputs
from cyber-security IoT initiatives, especially with the French ANSSI agency and similar initiatives. IDATE will
support the activity ensuring alignment with technology trends identified through IDATE reports, desk research
and other projects with similar activities like CREATE-IoT. Results will be documented in deliverables D2.3 and
D2.8.”
1.1

Scope

For each asset brought by a project partner, this document details its landscape. That is:





The SoA (State of the Art) and forecast in technology trends in the asset’s field. That is “research, policy
and commercial initiatives delivering tangible results, standards, regulations or lessons learned which are
relevant.” This document will either collect the finding here, or reference previous Brain-IoT deliverables.
The positioning of the asset in relation to relevant SoA and technologies trends.
The asset improvements that will result from BRAIN-IoT developments.

This document also provides the report on the first ESG meeting held in December 2019.
A further deliverable, “D2.8 – Second Landscape and ESG workshop report,” will update these analyses by the
end of the project.
1.2

Related documents

This the list of documents referenced in this deliverable, including project deliverables that carry information
and analysis on SoA and trends.
Table 1 – Related Documents

ID

Title
[RD.1]

Reference
Grant Agreement n°780 089 – Brain-IoT

Version

Date
2017-10-09

This project received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research & innovation program under grant agreement No 780089.
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2

Decentralisation of IoT Platforms and Services

2.1

State of the Art, Policy and Technology Trends

Currently, there really is no such thing as a true IoT platform, despite the claims of many large companies
looking for additional sales for their existing services. This is especially true of the Cloud vendors such as Google
Microsoft and Amazon who are aggressively marketing their respective Cloud offerings as the only way to
implement IoT backend infrastructure. These vendors really only offer reliable remote hardware platforms on
which individual manufacturers can implement their own bespoke backend systems. Of course, such systems
may have standardised interfaces allowing them to communicate with other vendor's products, but the trend
is clear - vendors are building standalone systems which run on hardware provided by Cloud vendors and use
published APIs to provide interworking functionality. Typical of such a thing would be domestic automation
products, such as intelligent locks, remote heating controls and lighting management, each vendor builds their
own system, but they often have interfaces allowing control via home assistants such as Alexa. Some of these
systems are better conceived than others, and there have already been cases of poorly designed smart locks
that have failed to allow access in power failures, as they are dependent upon individual backup batteries to
power the device, batteries which had not been replaced by the user. (Yale). There are also many instances of
poor security implementations, such as hard - coded passwords and even in so-called secure products, hard
coded ssl certificates.
There is, however a growing understanding that in power, communications or backend systems failure conditions the local IoT device must continue to function in some way, and a gradual realisation that security is
important.
Industrial IoT mirrors this situation almost exactly - there are many insecure and poorly designed IoT edge
devices available, and again, these will generally really be standalone systems which can utilise a Cloud infrastructure to provide an overarching facility, but really are nothing more than a single centralised application
running multiple edge processors. Such systems are simple to comprehend, and easy to purchase, but come
with significant drawbacks:


Adding and deleting devices is a manual process, involving human input, either from the installer, the
system manager or both.



Centralised control systems are a major security and operational risk.



Failure of centralised control, whether due to actual failure or communications problems is functional
risk.



Soft functionality changes (agents) are difficult to deploy as knowledge of the end device is a prerequisite (e.g. different software will have to be loaded if the edge device is a raspberry Pi or a Pc based
system, making it difficult to replace on with the other)
The system invariably has to be stopped and restarted when upgrades are deployed.



There is no clear trend within the industry to resolving these issues at the current time.
2.2

Positioning of the Brain IoT Platform ("Brain IoT Fabric")

The Brain-IoT fabric is designed to provide a unified operating environment for disparate IoT system, where
multiple systems co-exist with large numbers of edge devices. Technically, it is a distributed messaging system
with completely distributed management tools but it can be thought of as an autonomous cloud which can
run on-premises, off-premises or within "the Cloud" (in the sense of running on Amazon or Microsoft underlying services). Unlike traditional Cloud, Brain-IoT cloud is designed from the ground up to be completely self
- managing and self - aware, deskilling the effort involved in deploying and maintaining large IoT systems.
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2.3

Brain-IoT Developments

The Brain IoT fabric has specifically and successfully been developed within the Brain IoT project to address the
issues noted in 5.1 and represents the following advances from current state of the art:
Dynamically adding and deleting edge devices. The Brain IoT fabric dynamically updates itself, and deploys
software as required to edge devices. Clearly this is end application dependent, but it is possible to physically
attach a new edge device to the underlying network, for that edge device to be detected, and based on the
characteristics of the device, appropriate software to be downloaded to the device. Taking our example of an
edge node with attached sensors, if a PC based device was replaced with a raspberry Pi, the new device could
load the appropriate software for the required function. This is based purely on identifiers sent when the device
is physically connected. The discovery and identification is made totally within the Brain IoT fabric itself.
Removal of centralised control. The Brain IoT fabric has no centralised control, as management is located
within the individual fabric nodes and flexes with the deployed systems. For a particular application running
within the fabric, an application manager can deployed anywhere, and indeed, this deployment is no different
to the deployment of an edge device.
Handling Device or Communications Failure. The Brain IoT fabric has been designed to provide self-healing,
automatic recovery functionality. Just as an edge device or management system can be dynamically deployed,
so when a device is lost due to hardware or communications failure, it can be automatically and autonomously
reinstated. To give a practical example: If a particular application loses its controller, that controller will be
automatically and autonomously redeployed to any suitable hardware elsewhere within the fabric. Typically,
this process takes 1 - 2 minutes, meaning that that is the maximum downtime for that IoT application. No
operator intervention is required, cutting costs and deskilling the overall operations workload.
Providing Soft functionality changes. Software agents (ranging from simple configuration files to complex algorithms to complete function changes) can use the dynamic deployment ability of the Brain IoT fabric to be
pushed out to entire populations of end devices. Similarly, if a new edge device (e.g. a smart security light),
then the Brain IoT fabric can recognise this device, and load its appropriate configuration. Should that configuration change, the change will be automatically pushed out to that device. Operators do not have to even
know the numbers of devices installed, they just change the agent itself, and the Brain IoT fabric does the rest.
Applications do not have to stopped and restarted when upgrading. This clearly depends upon the application
itself, but fabric aware applications can perform "on the fly" upgrades and functional changes.
It may be argued that some of the above functions are present to a degree in some current IoT applications.
The real progress beyond current state of the art by Brain IoT is that the Brain IoT fabric is a generic enabler
for this functionality for all IoT applications.
3

Interoperability Middleware

3.1

State of the Art, Policy and Technology Trends

Interoperability is the ability of different devices, information systems, and applications to communicate and
exchange data and understand the exchanged information. The interoperability is essential to enable the innovation involving various stakeholders such as service providers, integrators, application developers, public
authorities, inhabitants, etc. Internet of Things is a horizontal domain that incorporates other related domains
such as smart mobility, smart warehouses, smart infrastructure management, smart energy, smart tourism,
circular economy, well-being, etc. This brings us to an extremely complex and crowded landscape of standards,
protocols and actors. According to IoT-Analytics1, there are currently more than 360 IoT platforms in the market, all of them with different characteristics: cloud-based vs local, proprietary vs open source, closed vs open

1

https://iot-analytics.com/current-state-of-iot-platforms-2016/
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ecosystem, horizontal vs domain specific, etc. There has been several initiatives to deal with the interoperability
problem:

i.

standardisation attempts such as ISO TC/268, ISO/IEC JTC1 WG11, ITU-T SG 20 on Sustainable cities
and communities focusing on data and information system levels of interoperability

ii.

general purpose IoT platforms with prescriptive protocol bindings (e.g. oneM2M2, OCF, OMA
LWM2M3, FIWARE4

iii.

set of EU funded projects focusing on specific interoperability problems:

a.

at the architectural level (Inter-IoT, AGILE, Big-IoT, etc., coordinated under Unify-IoT)5; and

b. at the IoT large scale pilot levels (ACTIVAGE6, IoF2020, MONICA, Synchronicity7, etc.)
3.2

Positioning of the Brain-IoT gateway – Eclipse sensiNact

Kentyou is the main IoT middleware partner providing the Eclipse sensiNact platform.
Brain-IoT’s vision is that the market will not be dominated by just one provider, one platform, and one standard.
Interoperability among the platforms, cross-domain interaction, exploitation of the richness of the variety
in the ecosystems are essential so that each actor can find its place in the landscape with maximum innovation and a win-win approach. Brain-IoT’s interoperability middleware provides a “universal glue” to bind the
smart devices and platforms among each other. Concretely, it is an open enabler composed of a set of
adapters, bridges, wrappers and translators allowing the platforms and devices to communicate and understand each other. The innovation is in quickly and automatically building adapters and dynamically and seamlessly plugging into the existing information systems. Devices/platforms are represented as “services” which
are accessed by using open APIs and data models compatible with existing standards for maximum interoperability.
Eclipse sensiNact aims at managing IoT protocols and devices heterogeneity and provides synchronous (on
demand) and asynchronous (periodic or event based) access to data/actions of IoT devices, as well as access
to historic data with generic and easy-to-use API. To achieve these objectives, sensiNact comes with two complementary frameworks:
o sensiNact Platform interconnects IoT devices using different southbound IoT protocols such as Zigbee,
EnOcean, LoRa, XBee, MQTT, XMPP, as well as platforms such as FIWARE and allows access to them
with various northbound protocols such as HTTP REST, MQTT, XMPP, JSON RPC and CDMI. The gateway can also host applications and manage them using an application manager module.
o sensiNact Studio proposes an IDE (Integrated Development Environment) based on Eclipse to manage
the existing devices, in addition to develop, deploy and manage IoT applications.
sensiNact has recently been released as an open source project in Eclipse community. More information about
sensiNact can be found at the https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/technology.sensinact

2

https://www.onem2m.org/
https://www.omaspecworks.org/what-is-oma-specworks/iot/lightweight-m2m-lwm2m/
4
https://www.fiware.org/
5
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/688369
6
https://www.activageproject.eu
7
https://www.gatekeeper-project.eu/
3
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Figure 1 – sensiNact Middleware Platform and Studio

3.3

BRAIN-IoT Developments

Brain-IoT project is empowering the middleware from three perspectives:
1) Increasing the scalability of the middleware with a distributed approach
Brain-IoT fabric enables the sensiNact platform as edge gateways to be interconnected in a distributed manner
and perform collectively distributed tasks. Services that are located in remote gateways can cooperate as they
are in a single virtual gateway. Distributed service discovery and binding features facilitate the collaboration of
services in a seamless manner.
2) Adding smart behaviours
Brain-IoT smart behaviours brings additional dynamicity to the sensiNact platform. On demand and eventbased deployment of behaviours make the platform context aware, adaptable and self-optimising in order to
face the strong dynamicity challenge we are facing in the IoT environments and bring a competitive advantage
with respect to the existing IoT platforms.
3) Expressing smart behaviours with Brain-IoT modelling tool
Integrated with the sensiNact Studio, Brain-IoT modelling tool provides an easy-to-use graphically assisted
way of defining smart behaviours and deploy them as executable rules on the sensiNact platform. Also integrated with the BIP validation tool, the behaviour’s correct execution is guaranteed.
Finally, we are demonstrating the platform’s features under the two use case scenarios and pilot deployments from the project, one from the critical infrastructure management with EMALCSA and another
one with Robotnik in a smart warehouse scenario.
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4
4.1

Standardization of IoT Descriptions
State of the Art, Policy and Technology Trends

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is an international community where Member organizations, a fulltime staff and the public work together to develop Web standards, led by Web inventor Tim Berners-Lee and
CEO Jeffrey Jaffe (see https://www.w3.org/Consortium/). The W3C mission is “to lead the World Wide Web to
its full potential by developing protocols and guidelines that ensure the long-term growth of the Web.”
(https://www.w3.org/Consortium/mission).
In summer 2013, W3C started a new Community Group called WoT (Web of Things) to introduce the benefits
of Web technology into the IoT world. Two active groups have been founded:
W3C WoT Interest Group (IG)

W3C WoT Working Group (WG)

https://www.w3.org/2016/07/wot-ig-charter.html

https://www.w3.org/2016/12/wot-wg-2016.html

Co-chairs: Siemens AG, Huawei

Co-chairs: Siemens AG, Panasonic Corp., Intel Corp.

•

Started spring 2015

•

Started end of 2016

•

~200 participants

•

~100 participants

•

Informal work, outreach

•

Normative work

•

Exploration, validation

•

Work on deliverables

•

“PlugFests” with running code

•

W3C Patent Policy for royalty-free standards

•

“OpenDays” with internal and external speakers

•

Only W3C Members and Invited Experts

•

Liaisons and collaborations with other organizations and SDOs

•

“First Public Working Drafts” published 14 Sep
2017

•

Re-charter for 2019 Q3 for next building blocks

•

First “Candidate Recommendations Mid 2019

•

Re-charter for 2019 Q3 for next building blocks

According to the actual Web of Things Architecture document (https://w3c.github.io/wot-architecture/),
“the W3C Web of Things (WoT) was created to enable interoperability across IoT platforms and application
domains”, and enables the mutual interworking of different eco-systems using web technology. It should be
based on the web architecture using RESTful APIs.
The architecture can be mapped onto a variety of concrete deployment scenarios, several example patterns of
which can be found in this document.
The W3C WoT standardization architecture paper (which is still an editor’s draft) defines the so-called “building
blocks”, of which there are 4 initially introduced:
1) The “WoT Thing Description”: central building block for describing Thing’s metadata, used data model,
communication metadata, public security settings and relations to other Things.
2) The informational “WoT Binding Templates” providing guidelines for defining the protocol bindings of
these Thing’s communication interfaces.
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3) The optional “WoT Scripting API” for the implementation of the application logic of a Thing using a
JavaScript API.
4) The “WoT Security and Privacy Guidelines” representing a cross-cutting building block focussing on the
secure implementation and configuration of Things.
The following graph provides an overview about the first three building blocks, their objectives and assignment.

Fig. 7.1: W3C WoT Building Blocks

As of June 2019, the status of the documents is “W3C Candidate Recommendations”.
4.2

Positioning and Time Frame of WoT

The WoT concept of W3C can be used for a large variety of architecture patterns. In such patterns, some
functional entities such as the devices including the legacy devices, controllers, gateways and cloud servers are
located at physical locations such as inside building, outside buildings, and data centers. Figure 7.2 provides
an overview that shows the combinations and communication paths of these entities.

Figure 7.2 Use Case Overview
(https://w3c.github.io/wot-architecture/, figure 14)
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A list of technical and functional requirements is described in chapter 5 of the architectural document.
According to the WoT Architecture specification, the WoT Scripting API building block is optional. Alternative Servient8 implementations are possible, where the WoT Runtime offers an alternative API for the application logic, which may be written in any programming language.
Furthermore, devices or services unaware of W3C WoT can still be consumed, when it is possible to provide a
well-formed WoT Thing Description for them. In this case, the TD describes a WoT Interface of a Thing that has
a black-box implementation.
A promising feature of W3C WoT concept with respect to BRAIN-IoT is the possibility to use it for “Service-toService Connections Across Multiple Domains”: Multiple cloud eco-systems each based on different IoT platforms can work together to build up a larger, system-of-systems eco-system. The figure 7.3 below shows an
example for eco-systems connected to each other to make a system-of-systems. Consider the case in which a
client in one eco-system (i.e., Consumer A below) needs to use a server in another eco-system (i.e., Thing B
below). In this figure 7.3, two Thing Directories synchronize information, which makes it possible for Consumer A to obtain the information of Thing B through Thing Directory A. Remote Intermediary B maintains a
shadow implementation of Thing B. By obtaining the TD of this shadow device, Consumer A is able to
use Thing B through the remote Intermediary B.

Figure 7.3 Multiple Cloud Connections Through Thing Directory Synchronization
(https://w3c.github.io/wot-architecture/, figure 34)

There is more than one mechanism to achieve this cross eco-systems application-device integration.
An open-source implementation of W3C WoT is already available in the public Eclipse Thingweb project
(https://github.com/eclipse/thingweb.node-wot/) providing a Node.js-based framework for WoT Servients.
Siemens also implemented concepts of this specification in products and aims at aligning the implementations
and opening the features to customers once this specification reaches the status of a W3C recommendation
that is planned for the next few months within 2019. Afterwards, we at Siemens Corporate Technology plan to
promote the WoT concept based on the listed building blocks within Siemens as a future basis for IoT products
and as a general standard for the IoT world; this will be enabled by specifying mainly an abstract architecture
in W3C based on building blocks, and not a specification of just another platform.

8

Servient: A software stack that implements the WoT building blocks. A Servient can host and expose Things and/or host Consumers that
consume Things. Servients can support multiple Protocol Bindings to enable interaction with different IoT platforms
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4.3

Brain-IoT Developments and their Impact on Siemens

As a company that provides automation components across domains such as Process Automation, Smart Energy, Smart Building, and Smart Mobility, Siemens exploit the framework for smart dynamic behaviour and the
approach to decentralize IoT platforms and services.
According to the BRAIN-IoT proposal, one of the crucial advantages from Siemens perspective is the following
fact: “While W3C WoT has laid a starting point, the standardization [in the IoT domain] has just started. It
requires project like BRAIN-IoT that adopt the initial building blocks to provide the fundamental level of federation or cross-platform interoperability, so that experiences can flow back into standardization and a global
WoT ecosystem can slowly grow, iteration by iteration.”9 Thus, BRAIN-IoT will feature and align on-going international standardization and specification efforts including (but not limited to) W3C WoT (including semantic metadata), OSGi IoT, XMPP IoT and other open, web-oriented initiatives in the area of IoT device abstraction
and virtualization, identity management, authentication, trust, etc., so that the project is an opportunity
a. to check the usability of the standardized concepts in different future-oriented application domains (input
from and test environment for standardization bodies), and
b. vice versa to introduce the experiences made in these domains to further improve (or even combine) efforts
in different standardisation bodies to optimize the concepts. In this context, BRAIN-IoT provides the frame
for IoT platform providers and application domain experts to iteratively enhance the WoT building blocks,
identify gaps, and resolve design conflicts together with W3C WoT experts (feedback to standardization).
BRAIN-IoT will demonstrate the feasibility of the building block concept for semantic cross-platform, crossdomain interoperability in relevant environments. In addition, Siemens plans to exploit the strengthened WoT
community with partners from the Smart City domain and Robotics, and an increased number of implementations for the WoT ecosystem. By contributing to BRAIN-IoT, Siemens fosters its commitment to open standards
to break open today‘s IoT silos into dedicated, but interoperable application domains.
5

Risk Analysis for Security and Privacy

The ACE Server is an authentication service that allows centralized management of authentication methods and end-to-end security for constrained devices (IoT sensors/actuators). It plays different roles into
the architecture:
 verifies authentication requests
 centrally administers identities, rights and authentication policies
 delivers certificates and authentication means
 applies access control policies at system level
 ensures end-to-end security for IoT sensors/actuators.
The ACE server includes the following six components presenting in the functional architecture of BRAIN-IoT:
Identity Administration Service, Authentication Backend, Authorization Backend, Secured Gateway Service,
Message Integrity Service and the Security Module.
5.1

State of the Art, Policy and Technology Trends

As of today, according to Gartner market analyses, user management and device management are divided into
2 categories of solutions:
-

Identity and Access Management solution : offering IAM for users

-

Device Management : offering “Things” management capabilities

Both Gartner market analyses show well established and innovative solutions.

9
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Airbus CymID solution, from now, is focused only on user identity and access management. But Airbus objective within the BRAIN-IoT project is, through the ACE server development, to combine users and IoT secure
management capabilities.
Following interviews performed internally to ACS, but also externally, “Users” and “Things” managements appear indeed to need similar management capabilities, and both need protection against identity thieves and
unauthorized access to data / services. In this context, having the same tool to provide a global approach
seems to be relevant. Therefore, we see in the next years a convergence of both markets: IAM and Device
Management solution.
Moreover actually researchers have pointed out security vulnerabilities of Low Power Wide Area Network
(LPWAN) often due to trade-offs made between cyber-security and calculation and battery power. The main
challenge related to LPWAN is to implement end-to-end security for constrained devices and this independently from the underneath protocol. Low power devices have indeed limited memory and CPU power;
and limited energy to be able to reach expected battery lifetime. So legacy IT protocols are unsuitable. Furthermore solutions closely linked to the network protocol are also not adapted as in cross-technology networks
they lead to a leak or a corruption of clear text data and so cannot ensure end-to-end security. Therefore,
Airbus aims at integrating within its solution for user and IoT secure management, named ACE server, the
capability to provide strong authentication of devices, end-to-end encryption of data and optimized key management while being low power consuming and independent from the network protocol used.
5.2

Positioning of the ACE Server

Up to now, CymID is available for purchase through request to Airbus CyberSecurity SAS. Its pricing model is
based on several information:
-

Number of users to manage

-

Number of instances needed

-

Environment (production / qualification)

Additional services are available:
-

Solution integration support

-

Technical architecture design

-

Maintenance pack

-

Additional integration modules

CymID currently addresses small and medium systems that need to have a quick IAM implementation mainly
focused on system administration usage.
The ACE server add-on could be of interest for:

5.3

-

Existing customers who want to support devices authentication and management

-

New customers who want to set up a device management system

-

Existing or new customers who want to put in place end-to-end security for constrained devices.
Brain-IoT Developments

As explained in subsection 8.1, CymID solution is so far limited to users Authorization, Authentication and
Accountability (AAA) functions. However in BRAIN-IoT, Airbus will focus its developments to provide an addon to this solution and offer IoT AAA functions and end-to-end security for any kind of constrained devices
(IoT sensors/actuator). Therefore in Work Package 5, Airbus will develop a joint AAA layer for both devices and
users; and an end-to-end security layer for low powered devices (independent from the underneath network)
in order to provide data encryption and integrity from the device to the final application.
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So at the end of the BRAIN-IoT project, the ACE server will be proposed to the customers as an add-on to the
existing CymID solution in order to increase the type of devices supported for authentication and management and to propose end-to-end security for constrained devices.
6

Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence and Smart Behaviours

We have already incurred in misuse of the term “Smart Behaviour” in this project, so a terminology clarification
is in order.
In a general IoT sense, “Smart” is used with a very broad meaning: i.e. a smart bulb or a smart socket are devices
for which a middleware and API are provided for final users or 3rd party developers being able to control some
features of these devices. But in this context, “smart” can mean the ability to just be able to read and change
state of the device.
In the context of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) fields however, the meaning behind
“smart” is more restrictive. Under classic symbolic AI field, we would expect a Smart Behaviour to go beyond
the capabilities of normal systems control generic software programming. As examples, classic AI problems
like Path Search, Optimization, Logic Inference. Under Machine Learning field (which is usually considered a
subset of AI), we also expect the Smart Behaviour to be able to learn from given data in order to adapt the
provided solutions to the environment it is learning from.
Unlike other contributions to BRAIN-IoT project, IM role regarding Smart Behaviours is not based in a unique
framework or software component that plays a specific role in BRAIN-IoT Platform and/or Tools. Regarding
Smart Behaviours with advanced AI/ML features the goal is twofold:



Solve the requirements and expectations of all the Use Cases where AI/ML features are needed.
Build a general framework that can encapsulate, as much as possible, any AI/ML Smart Behaviour that
can be developed for IoT platforms. In such a way that BRAIN-IoT is capable of providing modelling,
packaging, runtime management, support for the whole development lifecycle, etc. for these advanced
Smart Behaviours.

Consequently, the outlined framework will consist in a set of abstract generic interfaces. And the technologies
we will be working with, both classic and state of the art AI/ML methods. An important effort will be put,
especially in the last year of this project, into covering as much as possible ambitious ML “model” lifecycle
(more detail in next subsections).

6.1

State of the Art, Policy and Technology Trends

We are currently experimenting a new boom in the ML field, specifically in what is being known today as Deep
Learning. Neural Networks were almost completely shunned in both the scientific community and the realworld software development environment. But several key advancements allowed a huge comeback beginning
in 2010.
It must be pointed that the main concepts behind deep learning for computer vision and time series analysis
were already well understood years ago. Convolutional neural networks (CNN) and backpropagation in 1989.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks in 1997 basically. Which are the driving advances then?
Hardware. Between 1990 and 2010 CPU became faster by a factor of approximately 5000. Small models that
would have been intractable 15-25 years ago can now be run in laptops or small cheap hardware, as François
Chollet, author of Keras explains in his book “Deep Learning with Python”.
Even more importantly, the development of massively parallel chipsets for modern GPUs, originally intended
for video games have become a basic enabler of Deep Neural Networks. This is because most computations
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needed in order to train these models are basically linear algebra operations, mostly simple matrix multiplications: exactly the kind of operations highly parallelizable now with current modern GPUs and accessible
through APIs like CUDA from NVIDIA.
Datasets and benchmarks. As obvious as it may seem, the importance of huge data accumulation in internet
cannot be overstated. Easy access to natural language and image datasets has been key for the development
and testing of ML architectures and algorithms.
Also, popularization of public competitions like Kaggle with shared well stablished benchmarks has been an
important factor and continues to do so.
Some important algorithmic advances. Gradient propagation through neural networks of more than two or
three layers was not reliable before some “minor” but very important algorithmic improvements. As this is a
highly technical topic, we will only mention some of these: optimization methods like RMSProp, batch normalization, better activation functions, etc.
Popularization of high-level frameworks and libraries. Only few years ago, outside of platforms like Matlab, ML
development would require C++ and low-level programming skills. This situation has changed drastically, with
the introduction of powerful libraries for tensor manipulation, like Tensorflow or Torch. On top of them we
have even much friendlier libraries like Keras that makes Deep Learning accessible for researchers that are not
software engineers.
There is a clear imbalance in current investments in the field. The focus is being put almost solely in Deep
Neural Networks ML with real benefits in different fields where no previous technique could work. Reinforcement algorithms incorporating Deep Learning models are also enjoying success specially in games (like the
famous success story of AlphaGo) and increasingly being explored in robotics and industrial automation. Yet,
the usage of neural networks has important drawbacks as well (the need for huge amounts of high-quality
data to train models being one of the most obvious), for many scenarios statistics based ML is still the best
option (or even the only one) and for many others classic algorithmic symbolic AI with heuristics etc. is the
most optimal yet some of these techniques do not enjoy the same great quality of libraries of frameworks that
Deep Learning has right now.
The limits and future evolution of the core concepts of current deep learning are much unclear still, it is hard
to predict which will be the state of this field in years to come. Important aspects that need improvement in
the short term, however, are more engineering than scientific or conceptual topics, and some of them are
related with this project:



6.2

how to deal with the different workflow and lifecycles of ML models that need to be updated dynamically after being put into production.
specific hardware, and conceptual restrictions that allow us to run simple but powerful ML models and
algorithms in cheap/small edge nodes, in scenarios when this processing cannot be offloaded to more
powerful “external” processing nodes.
Positioning of AI/ML techniques for IoT

Regarding Hardware support for ML operations, the current trend is to go beyond GPUs, investing in specialized highly efficient chips for deep learning. Different goals must be distinguished here: one goal is to offer
more computing power in terms of highly parallel processing, like TensorFlow Processing Unit; a different goal
is to allow ML computations to be run with lower power consumption, including battery-operated environments.
AI transparency is a subject of high importance already, and probably even more so in the near future. The
fundamental problem is that Deep Learning ML produces “models” that are very hard to interpret in terms of
simple logical reasoning and/or can produce some very unexpected results. This can lead to series real world
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problems if we intend for fully automatic or semi-automatic decision making when it can become very difficult
to trace a faulty decision (explainable AI). It is also hard to incorporate prior knowledge into a Deep Neural
Network.
Concerns are being raised also regarding the usage of biased datasets to train ML models, leading to systems
that can discriminate users (for example in online market recommender platforms). GDPR already enforces
some measures regarding data privacy aspects in datasets.
Putting aside those scenarios where ML models are trained for data analysis, exploration and prototypes, for
which offline training and simple services can be run to provide their functionality… Deploying machine learning models into production can be done in very different ways. This is a subject where many improvements
and generalizations are still do be done. Online learning (where the model is updated while in production) and
automated machine learning (where an entirely new models are generated while in production) require ambitious engineering regarding how to manage the ML models. Interchange formats that allow to store hyperparameters and feature weights for different ML technology stacks should play a key role in this, currently there
are relevant efforts toward standards like ONNX and NNEF.
There is another aspect regarding ML models workflow in real production environments which is particularly
important in the IoT field: how to deal with big data inputs in the form of real-time or almost real-time streams
of events originated in high number of IoT devices, where models are running in Spark cluster or something
similar. Real-time streaming analytics is also demanding in terms of systems engineering and devOps, and
many currently viable use cases need of this kind of solution: stock market surveillance, smart car, smart grids,
traffic monitoring, supply chain optimizations, etc.
6.3

Brain-IoT Developments

Given the enormous complexity and scope of the different AI/ML fields and their current and future applications to IoT, our goals regarding BRAIN-IoT developments must be realistic.
The immediate goal is to solve all the specific requirements of the provided use cases for which AI/ML features
are needed or advised. This requires already an array of different techniques, and it is our intention to make
use of a variety of approaches, not only to benefit ourselves from a better understanding of some of these
methods in the context of IoT platforms but also to underline a single general rule that still holds true in the
field: there are no silver bullets, as they say, and different techniques must be used for different problems when
the goal is to offer an optimal solution.
Aligning to our more general goal in the BRAIN-IoT Platform, which is to design and build a set of abstractions
to generalize the use of AI/ML algorithms for IoT systems, we will be focusing mainly in the engineering aspects
of how to deal with current state-of-the-art AI/ML algorithms and models put into production, having to deal
with models management, scoring, data streaming, and AI transparency concerns.

7

Model-Based Development & Integration of Interoperable IoT Solutions

Model based development (MDD) aims at exploiting domain models as the main key artefacts during development, rather than code or textual documents. MDD is based on the two natural ideas of abstraction and
automation.
The goal of abstracting a system is to understand it better and it analyse easier, by omitting any noise that’s
not necessary for the task at hand. Throughout software development, the goal of new languages, whether
modelling or programming languages, have always been to make the real world more and more close to
human natural language.
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The goal of automation is to accelerate building domain specific models, code, and implementation artefacts,
by directly exploiting the models made during development. The models then become more than documentation, but key artefacts of the development process.
Based on these two simple paradigms, MDD aims at accelerating development, promote communication
whether from human stakeholders or machine-based actors. As development of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS),
like IoT, have become more and more complex, applying MDD to the development of such systems aims at
helping to manage this complexity and promote interoperable IoT solutions.
MDD are high abstraction models and the basis of the IoT system representation. However, these models
should be refined with more detailed models that will be used for the system verification during its implementation phase. Brain-IoT aims at introducing this refinement phase from the behavioural models to architectural
models for the development and implementation of the IoT end-devices for its validation in the overall system.
The expected benefits are the same as described above, reduce development time and cost, and improved
design quality.
7.1

State of the Art, Policy and Technology Trends

The design of an IoT system today presents considerable complexity. Several factors contribute to this complexity: first, an understanding of IoT still too focused on IoT technologies and objects (device types, communication protocols, cloud, database type, etc.). Such a vision loses sight of the true purpose of the system to
develop and leads most of the time to unsatisfactory solutions. Then, the wide variety of IoT systems, in terms
of their deployment, is a technological source of complexity: IoT systems can be considered with a "local"
deployment such as an automatic lighting system of a house (measurement, storage, data analysis and execution of the application on a single "device" connected to the owner's smartphone), or systems with a "highly
distributed" architecture such as a weather forecasting system (sensor networks for data capture capabilities,
plus a cloud for storing, analyzing data and running the end-user application). Another aspect concerns the
need to integrate the existing one: an IoT system is not designed from “zero”, the problem is then to create
new innovative services on the basis of existing infrastructures. First, it is necessary to "connect" what exists
and then develop / integrate support components (authentication, monitoring, data distribution, data analysis,
etc.).
A system design process that adheres to the principles and methods related to "system engineering" allows to
understand the design phase of a complex system w.r.t. expected functionality, cost, time, and quality. In the
area of critical systems, system engineering is in full development and benefits from domain-specific and often
user-specific solutions. Model-based system engineering is a strong trend, and recent projects such as AGeSys
and Connexion highlight its importance and have provided an important foundation for the development of
tooled solutions. This work places particular emphasis on the importance of having interoperable, open and
scalable solutions.
In the field of IoT, however, the solution offering has not yet reached this maturity even though stakeholders
are investing heavily in the implementation of model-based design solutions for distributed software architectures, such as Ericsson for network software through its development solution based on the Papyrus open
source tool; or Thales through the establishment of its Melody / Capella engineering chain; or Dassault System
with its Delmia solution.
More specifically, in the field of IoT, the IoT-A project (OT-A, Final Architectural Reference Model for the IoT
v2.0) proposes a methodological framework of design based on the elaboration of a set of models for the
specification of the system according to different views. It is important to note that the reference models proposed by IoT-A are independent of modeling languages that could be used to represent them, even though
different case studies applying this methodology have been developed using UML models.
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In the world of standards, the international standardization organization Object Management Group (OMG)
has developed the System Modeling Language (SysML) with the aim of treating software systems, cyber-physical systems or organizational systems alike. The generality of SysML requires that it be specialized and like any
language it must also be accompanied by a specific methodology for each application domain so that its use
is best adapted to a given field of application and reach a level of maximum efficiency. This is for example what
has been achieved for the field of critical embedded systems in the AGeSys project, or for the field of nuclear
power plants control-command systems in the project Connexion.
Like embedded real-time systems, execution platforms are a prime concern for IoT systems. The problem of
platform modeling and application allocation on the execution platforms in the field of embedded real-time
systems has been integrated by the OMG in the context of the MARTE standard which complements SysML on
this aspect. However, MARTE needs to be taken up for two aspects: the first is related to its richness which
makes it a complex language to handle and requires to be supported by a methodological approach targeting
the essential elements to the modeling of IoT systems; the second point is that it remains very focused on the
embedded concerns, and only addresses very little distributed system aspects, in particular the aspects related
to the communications and the interactions between the distributed components. The link between the system
/ platform model, and the component / communication standards, needs to be refined and even developed
for some new cases (e.g., OMG CCM, DDS4CCM, SoaML and more recently UCM).
It should be noted that these distributed and real-time systems follow an important trend moving from Cloud
to Edge computing paradigm and the impact that it has on data processing. i.e. the Edge domain will become
more complex and computing power hungry due to 1) Data analysis will be performed at this level, 2) Realtime and more intelligent and distributed applications should be also supported at this level. Therefore, this
will need tools and methods to allow mastering this higher complexity and moving from higher abstraction
models to lower abstraction ones to facilitate the implementation of the additional Edge functions of such new
systems, which will include data analysis based on AI/ML/DL on top of security, privacy, control, and reliability.
7.2

Positioning of BRAIN-IoT modelling framework

Eclipse Papyrus is an open-source UML modeller. Papyrus is the only modeller to fully implement the whole
OMG-standardized UML, SysML, and MARTE. Papyrus is also one of the few open-source frameworks to build
custom modellers for Domain Specific Modelling Languages (DSML). To build a domain-specific methodology,
Papyrus also brings its eco-system of MDE tools, offering functionalities such as (to only name a few) model
simulation, performance analysis, and code generation. Finally, in order to re-use existing functionalities and
relate models to new standards of communication and computation, Papyrus also offers the possibility to
define model libraries with re-usable components.
By using the assets brought by Papyrus, it is possible to build a system engineering solutions for IoT, based on
standard modelling languages and tools that exploit such models and their extensions.
In top of Papyrus and to refine the different supported models (UML, SysML, and MARTE), it is also proposed
to use SystemC-TLM modeller used in the semiconductor industry to model the HW architecture required to
develop and validate the embedded software that will run in the real MCU (microcontrollers) and MPU (processors) used in the Edge components (end-devices, Edge-servers, etc.).
7.3

Brain-IoT Developments

Today, methodologies proposed for the IoT domain, do not benefit from dedicated model-based development
tools. Indeed, either these methodologies target closed systems (e.g. critical embedded systems) or their only
goal is to only establish a guideline for the design process. In the latter case, neither languages, nor development techniques, are defined. However, the choice of a modelling language, and its dedicated tools that will
exploit the models, is imperative for the development of well-suited integrated development environment for
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the specific needs of the IoT domain. In BRAIN-IoT, a tooled solution for the development of IoT systems will
be proposed. The solution will be based on several concepts, artefacts, and technological components:












8

The BIP language integrated in BRAIN-IoT modeling framework allows building formal models that
give a pre-cise semantics to the IoT systems behavior. BIP supports the specification of componentbased models with the capability to define the behavior of each component and also the interactions
between the components. BIP has efficient tools for analysis based on Statistical Model Checking technique.
IoT Modelling Language (IoTML): The IoTML federates the many efforts made to propose a standard
modelling language for real-time embedded systems engineering. As such, it will be based on existing
OMG-standards MARTE and SysML, but will extend such languages for the needs of the IoT domain.
The language will also have its dedicated modelling tool. The modelling tool will be based on opensource modeller Papyrus.
Modelling methodology: a lightweight methodology will be proposed for the development of an IoT
system. The methodology will use the IoTML and propose a process to specify the purpose and requirements of the system, its high level activities, its functional architecture, its platform, and finally
several of its deployment plans.
Deployment: Modelling of deployments of the IoT system will be handled as part of the modelling
methodology. Cross-platform and platform-specific code generators will be developed within the project, to support such deployments specified in the model.
Models@Runtime: One particular aspect that is not well explored in the IoT domain, and critical embedded systems domain altogether, is the monitoring of system state at runtime, directly through the
model that was used for its design. A model-based runtime monitoring approach helps identifying and
fixing deviations observed at runtime, compared to specifications defined in the models. Within
BRAIN-IoT not only will tools be developed to achieve such a model-based goal, but the interoperability of the model-based monitoring tools, with IoT standards, will be promoted.
SystemC-TLM a Transfer level modelling language based on C++ and associated libraries to be used
to model the HW architecture of the end-devices (Sensor + MCU + Connectivity) and Edge Servers
with Gateway capabilities (Connectivity + MPU + Applications) allowing the development and validation of the real-time embedded software (data gathering, data analysis, security, privacy, control, communication protocols, etc.).

Service Robotics Applications

Robotics is nowadays one of the key factors for the digitalization of industries and logistics warehouses. This
is achieved by bringing automation to numerous services and processes. Traditionally it is possible to distinguish 3 different types of robotics markets: Industrial Robotics, Service Robotics and Personal Robotics.
For these reasons a complete integration in an IoT system of the robotic processes is needed for the overall
control of a production system or logistics warehouse.

8.1

State of the Art, Policy and Technology Trends

The development of the robotics market is promising, and the autonomous robotics technologies are considered as an enabling key technology for the digital transformation of the vertical industries. IDATE forecasts that
the robotics market is set to reach 90 billion Euro by 2030, with nearly 13% CAGR from 2018.
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Industrial Robots are mostly an established market and Personal Robotics are nowadays are in a much longer
term perspective. This is why the most promising and emerging field is the Service Robotics domain. In the last
few years the market has developed several key applications that are reaching a level of robustness and becoming off the shelves products rather than R&D projects. Those happened mostly in the agriculture field ( as
milking robots), healthcare (as surgical robots) and logistics ( as mobile bases ).

8.2

Positioning of Robotnik integrated System

Robotnik manufactures fully integrated mobile platforms like the RB-1 BASE that will be used as starting point
for this project. RB-1 BASE is an indoor robot platform designed for general applications. The mobile platform
can integrate a wide number of laser range finders with operation distances from 5 to 30-60 meters. RGBD
sensors are mounted on the top of the platform for the detection of obstacles.
The robot is able to detect obstacles in two different ways, by RGBD sensor installed and by the laser sensor
that is used for navigation and positioning. In both cases, the robot can either stop or find an alternative route
to avoid the obstacle and reach the next waypoint.
The software includes an integrated control system, a tracking system laser-based, a navigation system and a
user interface HMI (basic).The location and navigation components are standard packages that are configured
to suit the application. The software for the low-level control system is supplied with the platform. As all Robotnik robots, RB-1 BASE is fully customizable and based on native ROS.
ROS (Robot Operating System) is an open source robotics middleware that provides the needed services for a
heterogeneous computer cluster for a complete integrated robotic system. It constitutes a flexible framework
for writing robot software. . Any group can start their own ROS code repository on their own servers, and they
maintain full ownership and control of it. They don't need anyone's permission. If they choose to make their
repository publicly available, they can receive the recognition and credit they deserve for their achievements,
and benefit from specific technical feedback and improvements like all open source software projects. The
ROS ecosystem now consists of tens of thousands of users worldwide, working in domains ranging from tabletop hobby projects to large industrial automation systems.
8.3

Brain-IoT Developments

The Brain-IoT system development will contribute in Service Robotics by easing the integration of the control
of a mobile robotics fleet in the overall industrial or logistics environment. The end users of the service that
look for automation solutions, reduction of human labour costs and an increase of the efficient will want the
robots to be part of their internal structure and communicate in an effective way with the rest of the actors
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involved in their procedure. This will lead to a collaboration of all the procedures involved and an increase of
the success rate.
Currently the orchestrator that combines the movement of several platform is running in a separated CPU that
is only responsible for the development of this task. With the usage of IoT a generalization of the fleet management would be possible, making the Brain-IoT system responsible for the control of the mobile platform.
The decision of the IoT system will be more reliable, because it can take into account many external factors
that are related with the environment in which the robot is working that might affect the control of the robots.
9

Critical Infrastructure Monitoring & Control

The city of La Coruña has developed over the last 25 years an intensive program of incorporation of ICT (Information and Communication Technology) into the supply and sanitation system. This road has been accelerated
in the last 6 years with the development of projects like the CORUÑA SMART CITY project, which has allowed
to reach a level of implementation of monitoring and control systems relatively high for what cities have Similar.
This is an element of competitiveness and fundamental development in the framework of the management
linked to sustainability that we analyze in the present work.
9.1

State of the Art, Policy and Technology Trends

The irruption of the IoT (Internet of Things) in urban water systems is changing the paradigm of how to manage
the hydraulic systems that support urban water services (supply and sanitation). The monitoring systems allow
an exhaustive knowledge of the operation and routines of the systems that integrate the infrastructures of
water and sanitation services. This knowledge will serve in the future to adjust increasingly the dimensioning
of them and, of course, their daily performance to meet the needs of the populations served. However, this
advance in technology is not always accompanied by the same progress in the procedures and the methods,
which open important uncertainties in its application and effectiveness in the medium term.
Leaving aside the time considered pre-technological, we can recognize in the evolution of the systems the
following development milestones associated with the last 25 years:
Table 2 – Milestones
1
2

Phase
Beginning
Modernization

3
4

Digitalization
Smart City e IoT

Milestone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Year
90’s
2003
2005
2006
2006
2007
2012
2016
2016

Description
Trunking System
Modernization of Automatons
GPRS System / Standardisation of Cabinets
Integral SCADA System
SMS messages
Predictive System of Energy Consumption
Migration to the SICA system
SICA system – M2M system
Modernization of TELVA (Treatment Plant)

The milestones considered in the previous table contain aspects of development in field equipment and the
evolution of the associated control software, since one of the most important aspects is that the increase of
the technological capacity of the elements installed in field entails a greater capacity in the interpretation systems of the captured data.
9.2

Positioning of SICA

The IT platform SICA (Integral System of Water Cycle) is made up of several EMALCSA facilities such as the
Cecebre dam, the ETAP of A Telva, the “Casa del Agua” and also the pumping stations and regulation deposits
of the distribution network. The implementation of computerized tele-management systems has allowed the
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simplification of the management of our water supply system. On this platform, there are more than 10,000
sensors that are managed in real time and measure various parameters of the city's drinking water distribution
network. From operational point of view, such as the height of the deposits or the start and stop of the pumping, or the start and stop of the pumping, until more strategic parameters such as energy consumption or
performance parameters of the facilities, it is possible to carry out a strategic planning in the medium and long
term, without forgetting the continuous analysis of water quality through multiple sensors. SICA also manages
all the monitoring messaging and incident notification of the system, resulting in lower maintenance costs and
better service quality. In short, it allows us to detect and correct any incident before it affects the service,
improving the operational efficiency.
On the SICA platform there are also energy management tools and an expert decision-making system that is
able to start or stop the water transfer pumps to optimize the energy cost. The system estimates the amount
of water needed for the next day in a tank and pumps it during the hours of the day when the cost of energy
is lower. In this way we achieve a double objective; to reduce the electricity bill, and on another hand, to dispose
of the water stored in the tank as short as possible, resulting in a better quality.
SICA also offers direct services to the clients. In these moments, a pilot is being carried out to monitor in real
time parameters of consumption and water quality for delivery to large consumers.
9.3

Brain-IoT Developments

Nowdays the technologies used in the water management are a lot and widely varied. The integration of this
technologies in different scenarios can be complex and costly. The complete cycle of water covers different
landscapes in the infrastructure, from the water reservoir in a dam that has a dependency from the climate, to
the tap in the user home.
The developments of the Brain-IoT could allow to connect Smart Behaviour algorithms, components and IoT
devices in the infrastructure in a decentralized way through the characteristics of the Brain-IoT architecture.
This would allow connecting devices in an easier way since the connection would be performed through sensiNact from the Thing Descriptor that would contain the characteristics of said devices. The incorporation of
the Smart Behaviour algorithms supposes a great benefit on the current situation since it allows the execution
of Artificial Intelligence on the data that the devices collect and that would be connected to SICA through
sensiNact. In addition, since the algorithms do not run on the SICA platform, SICA would have a less computational load. Edge computing can be performed since the edge node would deal first with the information of
the data that receives from the devices.
The solution provided by the Brain-IoT platform for the water management landscape could be implemented
in other critical infrastructure environments, more specifically in the urban water systems management sector.
The ability to integrate decentralized services would help to these systems in other locations to integrate solutions that have been tested in the EMALCSA infrastructure scenario. Nowadays, the technological trend is for
platforms to integrate different solutions or modules that provide functionalities for intelligent management,
such as visualization, monitoring, intelligent operation, dashboards, big data and data analysis, flexibility, production control, efficiency, security, etc. The solutions developed through the Brain-IoT would help to get these
functionalities on platforms that do not have them without great development and implementation cost.
10

Innovation Management

IDATE is in charge of the project exploitation strategy and innovation management. As such, the contribution
focuses on methodologies that enable project partners to individually and collectively optimize the project
exploitation.
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This range from methodologies to animate the ideation and exchanges between the partners on exploitation
issues, IPR and innovation management, as well as methodologies of market analysis and forecast that are
used to provide a context in which the exploitation strategy can be defined.
10.1

State of the Art, Policy and Trends

IDATE brings value to the project through the business and technology adoption aspects and provides its
methodology framework as a first step for market assessment based on:




Demand-side analysis (customer expectations, trust and ethical issues, trends),
supply-side analysis (extended competition, regulatory frameworks)
business requirements specifications of innovative services.

These various analyses are generally conducted through a combination of desk research, surveys, focus groups
and interviews with stakeholders. In a second step, these elements are generally key inputs for market sizing,
forecasts and prospective scenarios taking into account all dimensions that could impact the development of
the market (including security, data protection, privacy, safety, quality of service, and ethical constraints). In a
third step, IDATE also provides key elements for exploitation strategies with detailed business modelling (revenues and costs) along the value chain and analysis of risks.
10.2

Brain-IoT Developments

The BRAIN IoT project enables development in two different areas:
1) Thematic market analysis on the market related to the project: This focuses on the application of
IDATE market analysis methodologies to the thematic of the project. As part of the project, this serve
the goal of defining a clear market context. This market context will have a central role in the future
(and thus exploitation) of the innovation created by the project. Beyond the project, this also reinforce
IDATE knowledge and expertise on the thematic. As part of BRAIN IoT, such thematic development are
mainly centred on the following markets: IoT platforms, service robotics and critical water management
infrastructure.
2) Exploitation methodologies: The role of IDATE as responsible of the Exploitation Strategy has led to
the development of dedicated exploitation methodologies with a systemic approach toward exploitation presented in more detail in D7.4. This methodology is directly applied within the project to maximize its outcome and impact but will also be a useful basis for future participation of IDATE to exploitation and business modelling activities.
11

Open Source Community Management

The Eclipse Foundation provides our global community of individuals and organizations with a mature, scalable, and business-friendly environment for open source software collaboration and innovation.
The role of the Foundation for its community is translated in 4 key services:
3) IP Management and Licensing, focused on enabling the use of open source technology in commercial
software products and services, made possible by the fact that all Eclipse projects are licensed under
the Eclipse Public License (EPL), a commercial friendly OSI approved license.
4) Community and Ecosystem Development, including marketing and promotion of Eclipse projects to
the wider healthy and vibrant Eclipse ecosystem, extended beyond the Eclipse open source community.
5) Governance & Development Process, ensuring no single entity is able to control the strategy, policies
or operations of the Eclipse community and assisting new project startup while ensuring they are run
in an open, transparent and meritocratic manner.
6) IT Infrastructure including Git code repositories and code review tools, bug trackers, Jenkins build farm,
development-oriented mailing lists and forums, download site and website.
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In BRAIN-IoT, the Eclipse Foundation core strength is linked to above mentioned services: from the community
and ecosystem development, to the open source governance and development process, while supporting the
project in the IP and licensing aspects throughout it, and procuring the proper IT infrastructure for the open
source code.
11.1

State of the Art, Policy and Trends

Since 2013, the Foundation increased its collaboration with academics, researchers, and industries by participating in several European projects. The Foundation’s main objective in these projects is the sustainability and
the exploitation of the project results. So, the Foundation helps each project consortium in building an open
source platform and community around their respective EU research project.
The Foundation expertise in organizing events to further nurture and sustain the community around the open
source technologies hosted by the Eclipse Foundation is being leveraged to promote the research project
results and help creating a sustainable ecosystem around them.
Additionally, the Eclipse Foundation is being recognized as an expert in building open source communities at
European level, while constantly bring new academic and industrial members to the Foundation and continuing
to grow the Ecosystem.
11.2

Positioning of Eclipse Technologies

With its 360 projects, including 38 IoT projects, Eclipse provides a stack of open source technologies, like the
implementations for several IoT standard protocols such as CoAP, oneM2M, LWM2M, MQTT, OPC-UA, that is
of interest for the BRAIN-IoT consortium. Several partners of the BRAIN-IoT consortium are already member
of the Eclipse Foundation and contribute to or use Eclipse technologies. These Eclipse champions should help
the consortium in following the Eclipse best practices.

11.3

Brain-IoT Developments

At the Eclipse Foundation we have two very active communities that are both relevant for and will benefit from
the BRAIN-IoT project. These are the PolarSys and the IoT working groups. The first one, PolarSys, is focused
on modelling tools, including the Eclipse Papyrus Model-Based Engineering tool, to which the project will contribute by developing specific modules needed to deploy the BRAIN-IoT architecture that will combine the IoT
and modelling worlds. BRAIN-IoT will also benefit from some of the assets cover by the umbrella of the IoT
working and contribute to it by developing domain-specific plug-ins relevant to the project. Eclipse is also
supporting UGA to upload the BIP code into the Eclipse forge; The Eclipse forge already hosts numerous programming languages and BIP will find easily its place in the cluster.
BRAIN-IoT will increase the added value of other Eclipse projects, such as the Eclipse sensiNact platform, by
bringing additional features, by testing and by demonstrating the quality and the importance of our open
source community of developers.
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External Stakeholder Group (ESG), 1st Face-to-Face Meeting, 2019/12/04, Valencia, Spain

Robotnik hosted the first meeting of the External Stakeholder Group (ESG), on December 4 th, 2019, in Valencia
(Spain). This section provides:




The list of attendees, for both Brain-IoT partners and the ESG.
The ESG meeting agenda.
The outcome of the ESG hints, comments and suggestions for each partner.
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12.1

The next steps for the project.
Attendees of the ESG Face to Face Meeting

Participants marked with an asterisk* were connected remotely.
The project members attending this first face-to-face ESG meeting were:



















Mario Diaz Nava (ST),
Guillemette Massot,
Paul-Emmanuel Brun,
Kévin Leprêtre (Airbus),
Christian Fabre,
Levent Gürgen,
Etienne Gandrille (CEA),
Bianca Beceiro Rey,
Víctor Sóñora Pombo (IM),
Diego Fernández (EMALCSA),
Salim Chehida (UGA),
Abdelhakim Baouya (UGA),
Bertrand Copigneaux (IDATE),
Tim Ward (Paremus),
Miguel Cantero (Robotnik),
Xu Tao,
Enrico Ferrera (LINKS),
Philippe Krief* (Eclipse).

The members of the ESG attending were:



12.2

Alessandra Bagnato* (ESG, Softeam Codextan R&D),
Véronica Bolón (ESG, University of A Coruña),
Tim Verbelen (IMEC).
Agenda of the ESG Face to Face Meeting

The agenda of the meeting was the following:
Table 3 – ESG Meeting Agenda

Time

Subject & topics covered

9:00

Round Table

9:15

The role of, and questions to the ESG

Levent Gürgen (CEA)

9:30

BRAIN-IoT introduction

Enrico Ferrera (LINKS)

9:40

Brain-IoT Use Cases

Diego Fernández (Emalcsa)
Miquel Cantero (Robotnik)

10:20

BRAIN-IoT architecture

Abdelhakim Baouya (UGA)

10:40

BRAIN-IoT security architecture

Guillemette Massot (Airbus)

11:00

Coffee break

All

11:301
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Brain-IoT modelling & platform for IoT

Xu Tao (LINKS）

Brain-IoT security implementation:
end-to-end, privacy, threat analysis, etc.

Guillemette Massot（Airbus）

Lunch

All

Brain-IoT integration and deployment

Víctor Sóñora Pombo (IM)

Brain-IoT robotics & IoT

Miquel Cantero (Robotnik)

Brain-IoT water infrastructure & IoT

Diego Fernández (Emalcsa)

Brain-IoT community building & exploitation

Philippe Krief (Eclipse)
Bertrand Copigneaux (IDATE）

16:30

Timeframe for the 2nd ESG meeting in Spring 2020

Christian Fabre (CEA)

16:45

Conclusion and Wrap-up

Christian Fabre (CEA)

17:00

Close of the day

13:30

14:301

1

12.3

Discussions with on-demand presentations on specific Brain-IoT topics and technologies.

Outcome of the ESG Face to Face Meeting for Each Partner

The discussion went well, and the interaction between the project partners and the experts was lively and
constructive. The following sections summarises the highlights of the outcome of the ESG face-to-face meeting
for each partner.

12.3.1

Outcome for University Grenoble Alpes

The expert group appreciated the presentation of the BRAIN-IoT architecture. The experts stressed the importance of splitting the architecture into three views that figure out all the required technologies and highlight
the different partner’s capabilities.
The ESG also appreciated the BRAIN-IoT risk assessment methodology, which helped define the security requirements of the BRAIN-IoT use cases. They requested to provide the countermeasures to meet the security
requirements.
Regarding the BRAIN-IoT modelling framework, the expert group highlighted the need of formal specification
and verification of IoT systems and asked for more details about the BIP formalism. A presentation of the main
constructs of the BIP language is given with examples of its application for modelling and verification of collaborative robots system from Robotnik.
12.3.2

Outcome for CEA

Regarding Eclipse sensiNact, the expert group appreciated the idea of having this single entity for managing
the complexity of integrating heterogeneous third parties.
But, at the time of the ESG, the gateway was not running on the same JVM as the Event Bus because they were
incompatible. The JMV and the libraries were in different versions. The experts asked for sharing the JVM and
libraries, and to upgrade them to the latest version in order to:
•

Save resources, using only one JVM instead of two

•

Enhance security, by upgrading libraries to their latest release

•

Having a more integrated and plug n play platform, taking benefit of the OSGi framework.

This upgrade required a lot of work and has been carried out iteratively during the following months.
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12.3.3

Outcome for Paremus Ltd

The Expert Group’s input provided a valuable confirmation to Paremus that having a simple mechanism for
distributed deployment and fail-over is essential for any large-scale IoT system to be successful. This aspect of
the system was a common theme between the more static infrastructure of the Water Management Use Case
and the more dynamic, unpredictable nature of the Robotics Use Case. Additional feedback from this discussion has been used to improve the remaining WP4 deliverables.
Additional insight from the ESG clarified the need for better support for the Machine Learning requirements
present in both use cases. A range of approaches, including:
•

Running ML components that require access to specific hardware (e.g. GPU)

•

Running ML components within the JVM

•

Running ML components externally to the JVM, typically in a different language

This discussion led to more extensive analysis of the Machine Learning requirements from the ESG, which has
been fed back into WP3.
12.3.4

Outcome for Improving Metrics

The contribution of the group of experts was very valuable. They pointed out the importance of data quality
and agreed on the methods used for the development carried out for the use cases. They asked about the
retraining conditions for the models and their feedback was used to ensure the proper retraining of the model
when needed, carried out in a different processing flow.
This way our components can be used in more demanding scenarios. This has already been necessary for the
Emalcsa mock-up where the frequency used for data generation is much higher.
12.3.5

Outcome for STMicroelectronics

The expert group appreciated the introduction, in Brain-IoT, of a Model-Based approach devoted to describing
and verifying the main functions that an IoT System should perform. This group also appreciated that the
modelling of the end-devices (smart-objects) is included in this approach in order to have an end-to-end system representation. They were also convinced on the benefits of such approach: reduce development time and
costs, improved design quality and reduce design and operational risks (bugs) during the system deployment,
which is mandatory for Critical systems “no bugs compromising the right system operation”.
12.3.6

Outcome for Siemens AG

Unfortunately, no Siemens representative was able to join the ESG meeting in December 2019.
For further ESG meetings, we want to discuss with the experts how they estimate the W3C WoT idea of a crossdomain web-based solution based on building blocks and built on device descriptions (Thing Descriptions, TD)
comprising the device properties, available actions and event notifications, as well as supporting different protocol standards.
In BRAIN-IoT, Siemens wants to generate TDs for the project use cases as entry point of WoT ecosystem to
these domains. In addition, we would also be interested to new ideas how W3C WoT may further be integrated
into the BRAIN-IoT scenarios.
12.3.7

Outcome for Airbus CyberSecurity

The expert group appreciated the presentation of the security components developed in the BRAIN-IoT project.
Only one question, related to privacy, was raised after the presentation and its outcomes for the project and
the task 5.3 are further described by LINKS in section 15.4.1.
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However it is essential to precise that unfortunately the IoT security expert of the ESG was not able to join the
meeting at the last minute.
12.3.8

Outcome for Robotnik

The exposition with the experts was very interesting from the point of view of Robotnik. The discussion involving the different use cases highlighted the most important issues to address within the development.
The composite behaviour coherence was pointed out as a major issue. Being able of solving conflicts between
various robots and goals is an important matter that can be covered.
Then the agents/centralization paradigm was discussed due to the easiness of scaling up for the firsts and the
complexity that it brings to the system. The deployment of the solution was decided to be prioritized as it was
also highlighted that the speed/ease of every robot deployment is the most valuable thing that the platform
can provide.
12.3.9

Outcome for EMALCSA

Regarding the water scenario and their use cases, the expert group pointed the importance of the security in
the critical infrastructures. The need of recovering from system failures were mentioned in the context of how
the BRAIN-IoT and its deployment can help for achieving resilience in case of failures, for instance using predictive analysis for maintenance, or anomaly detection.
Aspects related to the business exploitation were explaining to the experts, and some questions were arisen
regarding the perspective of how some problems can be targeted, for instance to reduce the leakages in the
infrastructure. There are some situations, that without being a serious problem, they can be improved. They
provided a guideline for addressing the goals of the use cases with BRAIN-IoT from the analysis of the problems.
The participant chosen from EMALCSA could not join to ESG meeting due to personal circumstances.
12.3.10 Outcome for IDATE
The expert group supported the exploitation methodology we presented for the BRAIN IoT project and the
general perspective of the project on the exploitation.
However, further discussions on the latest development of the exploitation plan would be desirable as the
project progresses. Indeed the exploitation plan is getting more concrete and operational as the project progresses and the partner strategies evolve. Thus, a new presentation to the ESG will be necessary for the next
meeting.
12.3.11 Outcome for Eclipse Foundation
Eclipse presented the role of an open source foundation to support the sustainability of a research project such
as BRAIN-IoT. We explained the importance of a community in the process of sustainability by meeting, nurturing, training and finally engaging our community.
Eclipse described the value of open source as a catalyst between the three profiles of a research consortium
(industry, researchers and SMEs).
The expert group appreciated all these contributions and supported the importance of providing a stack of
open source software to facilitate dissemination and community building around the BRAIN-IoT project.
12.4

Next Steps for the Project

Each partner took advantage of the ESG remarks and suggestion for their following development and integration activities.
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We wanted a second ESG meeting more focused on market and business opportunities rather than on architecture, technology and integration issues. We also wanted to keep it a face-to-face meeting to benefit from
the liveliness of discussion and instant feedback – even though it is difficult to gather everybody in the same
place at the same time.
The original schedule for the second EGS meeting was June 2020 and the chosen location was Paris. However,
the Covid-19 pandemics forced us to postpone this second face-to-face ESG meeting.
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Conclusions

This deliverable “D2.3 – First Landscape & ESG Workshop Report” contains:



An overview of the technologies involved in Brain-IoT, the state of the Art, Policy and trends of their
topics, and an outline of the developments undertaken in Brain-IoT.
It also provides a detailed report on the valuable feedback from the External Stakeholder Group during
the first round of exchanges with them.

A follow-up deliverable, “D2.8 – Second Landscape and ESG workshop report,” updates these analyses.
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Acronyms

Table 4 – Acronyms

Acronym
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Explanation

SoA

State of the Art

ESG

External Stakeholder Group

AAA

Authentication, Authorization and Accounting

IAM

Identity and Access Management

IoT

Internet of Things
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